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Environmental Services Information
For DIA’s environmental policy and information on the airport’s environmental programs,
visit:https://business.flydenver.com/environmental. For information on DIA’s environmental
management system, contact the Environmental Services Section, at (303) 342-2730 or
e-mail DIA.Environmental@flydenver.com.

Dedication
This report is dedicated to the memory of Norm Higley, our director of environmental
programs, who passed away in March of 2012. We miss his humor, his warmth, and his
enthusiasm in promoting an environmental ethic within the DIA community.

Mailing Address:
Denver International Airport
Environmental Services Section
8500 Peña Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80249-6340

SUSTAINABILITY WITH ALTITUDE –
DIA’S SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

DIA’S ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DIA is the only U.S. international airport that has designed
and implemented an ISO 14001-certified Environmental
Management System (EMS) that encompasses the entire
airport. ISO 14001 certification comes from the International
Organization for Standardization. DIA’s EMS provides a framework for the airport to identify, prioritize, and manage the
significant environmental aspects of its operations. DIA’s EMS
focuses on identifying, developing, and implementing programs
to address potential impacts from significant environmental
aspects and to improve environmental performance. In 2012,
DIA reviewed its environmental guidelines, which are documents posted to assist DIA’s employees and business partners.
Additionally, DIA had two successful third-party audits.

DIA is committed to sustainability, defined as the practice
of making business decisions that balance economic, environmental, and social responsibility in such a way that DIA will
be recognized as the environmental leader in the aviation
industry, both now and in the future.
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In Fall 2010, DIA was awarded a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) grant to develop a sustainability management
plan. DIA is one of only 10 airports selected to participate in
the FAA’s Sustainable Management Plan (SMP) grant project.
Through the SMP, DIA will be able to: better evaluate its current
impacts and future growth in terms of social, environmental, and
economic benefits; fully integrate DIA’s Environmental Management System, DIA’s strategic plan, the Greenprint Denver Action
Agenda, and Denver’s Climate Action Plan into all aspects of
DIA’s business; and assist the FAA in preparing future sustainability guidance for airports across the country.
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In March 2012, DIA hosted a public meeting to receive
input on draft SMP goals and objectives. The meeting was
attended by the public, industry professionals, and government
officials. DIA staff held additional meetings with the public and
legislators to gain insight into ways that sustainability can be
implemented at the airport.

DIA pursues its objectives systematically through the EMS
“Plan, Do, Check, Feedback” process. This process encourages
continuous improvement in environmental performance.

As part of the SMP’s two-year development schedule (to be
completed by the end of 2013), DIA has now developed goals
and objectives and has preliminarily ranked a number of
initiatives to align them with the triple bottom line of sustainability. In addition, DIA has completed a gap assessment as well
as an air-emissions inventory update.

SUSTAINABILITY Grant Project
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Develop a plan that defines
initiatives to implement

Defines how we will
communicate progress

2012 environmental Performance Report Card
Non-Transportation Energy Use (Electricity)

In 2005, DIA set aggressive annual targets for decreasing
the use of gasoline and electricity, reducing solid and hazardous
wastes, and sustaining glycol recycling rates. DIA’s progress
toward these targets is illustrated below.
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Baseline (2005 - 228,373,418 kWh/43,387,513 passengers)
Goal
Actual (2012 - 250,603,819 kWh/53,156,278 passengers)

2012

Baseline (2005 - 238,038 gallons/424 vehicles)
Goal
Actual (2012 - 217,725 gallons/311 vehicles)

52 percent of DIA's light-duty fleet runs on alternative fuels

Natural daylighting in Jeppesen Terminal atrium reduces electricity usage.

DIA pickup truck being filled at DIA’s compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel dispenser.
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Non-Hazardous Solid Waste Generation
Target: Decrease pounds of non-hazardous solid waste
disposed each year per passenger by 5 percent.

Hazardous Waste Generation
Target: Decrease the amount of city-generated hazardous
waste by 1 percent annually (note: excludes universal waste).

Metric = pounds of total disposed solid waste/
year/passenger

Metric = pounds/year/million passengers
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Aircraft Deicing Fluid (ADF) Collection
Target: Maintain an aircraft deicing fluid applied-to-collected
ratio of 69 percent.
Metric = total gallons of ADF applied/gallons ADF collected
Baseline 2004-2005 season = 69 percent. DIA has consistently
maintained an ADF applied-to-collected ratio of between 68 and
71 percent.
2011-2012 Deicing Season
Total ADF Applied = 1,065,553 gallons
Total ADF Collected = 721,109 gallons
Collection ratio of 68 percent
Of the 68 percent collected:

Aircraft deicing operations at DIA.

•
•

488,664 gallons of ADF were reclaimed (68 percent)

•

30,951 gallons of ADF were sent to the landfill as process waste 		
sludge (4 percent)

201,494 gallons of ADF were sent to Metro Wastewater for
treatment (28 percent)

4%
28%
68%
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68%

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Notable environmental performance enhancement activities
and accomplishments:

Social and Cultural Programs at DIA

•
•

Earth Day celebrations and community events

DIA employees and business partners are engaged in many
activities that benefit our community:

Numerous outreach and educational events, training,
presentations, and student/industry tours

•

•

Collection of 1,680 tons of recyclable/compostable material
(removing it from the municipal solid waste stream),
including 37.9 tons of wood pallets, 803 tons of cardboard,
and 17 tons of other organic material

In addition, DIA recycled the following commodities,
primarily from airport maintenance activities:

•

651 vehicle batteries, plus 1,857 pounds of rechargeable
and alkaline batteries

•

28,070 pounds of electronics

•

10,082 pounds of CFLs and fluorescent lamps (crushed)

•

154 tons of scrap metal

•

Donating to nonprofit agencies


$28,950 by 101 donors from the Department of 		
Aviation to 115 different charities



Excess coveralls, gloves, and toilet paper to Denver 		
Rescue Mission and Metro CareRing



Educational materials to Resource Area for Teaching



PJ Day fundraiser for Denver’s Road Home



Cancer Buddies Teddy Bear Drive



Special collections for DIA-related families in need

•

Organizing blood drives (six events; average of 56 units
collected per drive)

•

Donating unclaimed clothing from DIA Lost and Found to
Denver Human Services (5,232 items)

90,000 tons of concrete to recycle staging areas; 71,250
tons taken out; and 21,121 tons recycled in place

•

Hosting a Christmas party for foster kids (in partnership
with Denver Human Services)

•

10,500 tons of asphalt to recycle staging areas; 2,810 tons
taken out; and 2,400 tons recycled in place

•

•

156,002 pounds of yellow grease (restaurant fry oil)

•

500 gallons of antifreeze

Coordinating 15 temporary art and cultural exhibitions and
collaborations – including Bicycle Art for the U.S. Pro
Challenge and a Sustainable Design display for the
American Institute of Architects

•

1,127 tires

•

Curating permanent art installations

•

20,657 gallons of used oil

•

•

586 gallons of solvent

Employee wellness – 211 employees trained in CPR/First
Aid/AED and more than 130 participants in DIA wellness
events and programs

This photo shows a fluorescent lightbulb crushing machine at DIA’s Maintenance
Support Center.

Many DIA employees are provided with American Red Cross-approved first aid training.
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Waste Management

Tenant Assistance

DIA continues to expand existing programs and explore
new initiatives aimed at reducing the amount of solid waste
going to a landfill.

DIA implemented a new Multimedia Compliance Assistance
Program to support its tenants and other business partners.
This program is intended to assist business partners in attaining
and maintaining compliance with the numerous and sometimes
complex state and federal environmental regulations that affect
their activities at DIA. More than 45 separate tenant facilities
were visited during the first phase of this program, in Fall 2012.

•

COMPOSTING – With the support of food concessionaires in
Jeppesen Terminal and the contracted ISS janitorial staff,
DIA expanded its composting collection to include used
paper towels from the public restrooms in the terminal and
diverted more than 17 tons of compostable material from a
landfill in 2012.

•

WASTE REDUCTION – In 2001, 0.64 pounds of waste per
passenger was sent to the landfill. DIA has reduced this to 0.43
pounds per passenger in 2012 with a diversion rate of
12.7 percent.

•

PLASTICS BALER – In May 2011, DIA was awarded an RREO
(Recycling Resources Economic Opportunity) grant from the
state of Colorado to purchase a plastic film baler, which was
installed in December 2011. During 2012, DIA collected
more than 3.5 tons of plastic film, which was sold as a commodity instead of being sent to a landfill.

Greenhouse Gas
Starting in 2011, DIA was required to report its greenhouse
gas emissions under the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
new mandatory reporting rule. Based primarily on natural gas
use, DIA’s stationary combustion sources accounted for the
emission of 28,926 mtCO2e (metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalents) in 2010, 34,646 mtCO2e in 2011, and 24,239
mtCO2e in 2012.

Wastewater Management
As part of the Metro Wastewater permit renewal process,
DIA successfully negotiated to permanently increase the daily
pumping and treatment capacity by 58 percent. This additional
capacity purchase ensures that DIA will have adequate disposal
options for spent deicing fluids through 2025.

DIA installed a plastic film baler at its Joint Use Cargo facility.
Discharge piping to Metro Wastewater keeps deicing waste from harming the environment.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS Cont’d
Awards and Recognition
•

•

•

Other Sustainability Achievements in 2012
• The Denver International Airport annual environmental

Airports Going Green Award - Presented by the Chicago
Department of Aviation to DIA for its photovoltaic power
installation projects. This prestigious award recognizes the
value of DIA’s program as well as DIA’s outstanding leadership in pursuit of sustainability within the aviation industry.

report was produced and delivered in an electronic-only
format for the first time.

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Environmental Leadership Program - DIA has
been a member of this program since 2004 and is currently
at the highest status, that of a Gold Leader. Gold Leaders
commit to continuous environmental improvement goals
that are verifiable and measurable (and that go beyond
compliance), demonstrate that they are working toward the
goal of sustainability, have a fully functional environmental
management system, and show a clean compliance record
prior to applying to the program.

•

DIA worked with the FAA to complete its NextGen EMS
Pilot Study.

•

An 84-percent waste-diversion rate was achieved at the
annual DIA Employee Picnic.

•

A successful audit report was received from Metro Wastewater in October 2012, including an agreement to remove
excess monitoring requirements.

•

An events checklist was developed to encourage recycling,
composting, and other sustainable practices at all internal
DIA events.

Denver Auditor’s Annual Report - The operations of DIA’s
Environmental Services Section were thoroughly reviewed in
late 2011/early 2012 by the Denver Auditor’s Audit Services
team. The Auditor’s report provided an extremely positive
overall review with only a few minor findings to correct.

Third Creek check dam along 78th Avenue.

An aerial photo shows DIA’s first solar array, located south of Jeppesen Terminal between the
inbound and outbound lanes of Peña Boulevard.
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Looking Ahead
Solid Waste

South Terminal Redevelopment Program

DIA is implementing a new solid-waste goal for 2013:
maintain a landfill diversion rate of 12.7 percent. DIA will
evaluate and make any needed improvements to its current
solid waste management procedures to increase composting,
recycling, and other waste diversion efforts.

DIA has begun capital projects south of Jeppesen Terminal.
The largest project is a 519-room Westin hotel and conference
center which will arch over an open-air public plaza that is
connected to Jeppesen Terminal. Below the plaza and hotel will
be a terminus station for a rail connection to downtown Denver.
In addition, the program encompasses improvements to the
airport’s baggage-handling and people-mover systems. The
program will be certified to the U.S. Green Building Council’s
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design–New Construction (LEED®-NC) Silver Standard.

The RTD FasTracks project is building the commuter train line from Denver’s Union Station to
DIA. Here, a train bridge spans First Creek.

Architectual drawing of the South Terminal Redevelopment Program.
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